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beforegoingtothelargepile.Zt18alsoassumedthatthelargepilewillbe runwith
onl_ 15C0 tubes.

I. Load pile dry to critical load (cylindrical loading).

2.3.Load to1500Adaltwater totubeSpiledrY'tubes.testin_,afety rods. _E_LAS_ IFIED_. Poison to dead pile.
5. Discharge poison and outer tubes to 750 tube pile.
6. Thermal coefficient measurement.
7. Calibrate control rods.

8, Operate 8malA pile at power. ,_,
9. Reload outer tubes of pilej repels.n, calibrate control rods. ,

lO. Operate pile at power.

Case ZZZ. This is the case where only enouKh canned metal Is available at start up time
to make a pile of 750 tubes. When me_al becomes available later the pile would be
charged to 1500 tubes with a flattened central region,

le Load pile dry to erltical load (cylindrical loading).
2. Loaddry to 750 tubes.
3. Admit water to pile tubes.
_. Thermal coef_Iclent measurement.
5. Calibration of control rods.
6. Operate 750 tube pile at power.1

70 aecharse 750 tubes with now metalp dry the pile.
8. I. Charge to 1500 tubes, add water, poison and calibrate pile using continuous

neutron measurunent monitoring.
ZZ, Sam as 8 I u_r_ foils to measure neutrons.

Case Z, Z/' plenty of Jacketed metal is available at start up and it is desired to run
a _ pile the followi_ aiKht be the start up procedure,

l, Load the pale dr7 keeping it ulway8 the shape of a rectangula_ parallel, piped,
First load _ horizontal rows of tubes. This will leave the pile with a horito_ strip
of 1Ave lattive _ row8 high and _6 rows long.

Expose an indium folA at the center of the pile and record the nuaber of counts
per minute for an infinAtoly long irradiation. The foil should be exposed for about
20 m_uute8 in the central shin rod hole. There is room enough between the shia rod and
the thimble to insert a foil holder."

WhAle the first indium foil is being counted another two rows of tubes should be
loaded. One row should be above and one below the first four. This _ keep th6 leaded
lattive about centered. Expose another indium foil and count it.

Continue in this wa_ exposing indium foils after the following numbers of rows of

tubes hay. been chargedt _,6,_,8,?,10,1.l,12, A plot should be started afte_ the secon_foil has been irradiated of _/I aga4nst A2. A is the side leng,h of a cubical load
hav_ the same reactivity as the load in question. It can be calculated from the relation-

ship _/A2 = -_. e-_+ _- where ajb9 and • are the lengths of the sides of the I Jaded lattice.
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I is the e_ated initial activity of a £oil irradiated for a few ILt_tes. This
plot will give a continuous deecendi_ curve which intersects the axis at the value of A2
corresponding to the critical load. In this w_7 the critical load can be predicted
accurately before it is reached. The critical load should be reached when 13 rows
hav_ been charged,

The charging should be done with all rods out ot the p_eo. This will save
considerable tins and 18 not at all dangerous provided that an _adequate watch is
kept of the neutron intensity at all times, For this purpose there should be two
BF3 proportional counters in the pile fTon the start of chargir_, These counters
could be inserted in one of the central tubes of the pile. They should be connected
to separate Ics.l_ and recording _tr_uit8 and a continuous record should be kept
of their counting rates as a function of the numbers of tubes charged. This data
can be plotted to give essantiall7 the same information as is tiwn by the indium
foils,

In addition to the _portional counters there should be in the pile an ionization
chamber connected to a galvenometer. This system should have a 8eneitiyity of about
1 cm deflection per watt of power° A oareflal watch of this galveJ_moter should be
kept as the pile approaches the critical load. If the intensity starts to rise one
of the control rode should be dri_ in to hold it constant.

An ionisation chamber should also be connected to the safety eirc_ts 80 that
if the ir_eneity rise8 above 10 kw the pile is scremmedo Both of the chambers could
be inserted in the _, test holes in the pile.

20 After the critical load ha8 been reached two cr three nero tube8 should be
charged. Then the rods should be withdrawn and the rising period of the pile measured.
The period can be noasured convenient, l_ utnK a proportional counter to detect the
neutrons. This procedure can be repeated once or twice _ore, each time charging two
more tubes. From the formula relating excess reactivity with period, values of the
excess reactivity in inhouri can be e_leulatod. From then an extrapolation will
&rye a _alu_ of the critical load.

Now the pile should be loaded until it Is completely f_£ed. The ea£ety rod8
should be adjusted eontAnuousl7 so that it resale in a e_t£ea_ state or approxinatoly
8o. In this we_ a p_ot of zp_bor of la,f'sty rods _r_ nwabo_ of tubes loaded can
be obtained. The safety z_ds should be inserted in a def_te pattern. One posa4ble
pattern would be to start at the top of the safety rod controlI and proceed to the
right and dew, rural as _n reading a boo_o

_ocauee of 8had_ effect8 the 8afe_ rods are less effsetivo when us_l
toLsther than they would be if they were uod widal_ separated f_n each other.
When all the rode are dropped together it A8 estimated tha_ they 4ecroaee k by
about _. This ssans that the average rod has an effset of about .1_ in k.
If one rod hav_ this effect were retraced fron a pile at crAt4cal posit.n,
the pile would rise with a period of about &5 see,ntis. The _ effect that a
safety rod sight have would he of the order of ._ in k. Rotraet_ one safety
rod with this effeet_voneee would _Lws the pile a period of _ eeoond8.

The s/e£ety rode are m_or driven at about 1 ft per Ncond,. Wh_e this is a
little fur for a reEulating rod it should not be too difficult to regulate the pile
ueinE safeties instead of regulating rodeo The operatoF ulll be kept busy but
he should be able to handle the situation. If the pile should gt_ to rise
faster than he had expeeted he is in an excellent poeit£on to drop in a8 man7 safeties
as he sees fit,





"*CLASSIFIEU2, Measure 3 perlodsj 20 minutes each.
Load to 200_ tubes, T_s _tep takes .tAm necessary to load a cut 1600 talaml

3, FAndcritical_tatowith water in pile. I hour
_. Replacesafe+.le8with 8hla rods to hold pile critical. _hour

Poisonto operatAn8 condition. Thle step takes the tim necessary to
cha_ge no aors than 10 tubes om slug at a tim. _.e._r_ is requi_
for mea4_r_aent8 ' _.

5. Theraal coefficient. _

: C_.._brate control rods, _.ho_,

CASZIX. If _lenty of total is avaAlable at start up ties, kt still it is dect_e_
to run a 8aall pile for a time £_rst to study corrosion and rediattou effects ............ _".....
on 8t_ct_ral materials, it aig_t be desirable to load 1500 :u_ _Arst and then _i-
char&e them aeco_xLt_ to the £ollm, isg procedure:

I.a. Load pile with no water in it. One of the centraltubes should be leA_t
empty so that two BF3 counterscan be inserted. These two counterswill be
with separatesca_ circuitsand recorders. All rods are to be out of pile. TM_
loading is to start at the center and is to be kept app_te_ cylindrical in
shape.

1.b. When 100 tubes have been loaded an indiua foil i_ _o be given an
irradiation at the -.enter of the pile. This can beet be _one in the central shi_
rod hole. A fellholder can be insertedas thereis l/_" of clearancebetweenthQ
shim rod and the top of the hold. After a lO or 15 nlnute irradiationthis foal
is to be countedwith a /_ counterand the activityit would have had if the irrl-
distich tim had been infinite, coaputed,

This procedure is be be repeated after the fo].]._ numbers of tubes have _
loadedt 100, 150, 200, _0, 270, ._0, 1and as often as ia dee_d advisable after tha_,
The Arradlatlentin will be adjustedto give a convenienteountiagrate.

A plot should be made of the rectprocal of the activity of these indA_ _+
foils aga.tn_r,the nuabersof tubes loa_ed. A8 the crlt_ca_lead is approached
the eq_LIAbrlu_aetlvlt¥of the pile get8 largera_d large_until it become
iafiniteat k w I, The plotmarl, ned above_ give a eoattnnousdescending
curvewhich u13£ intersectthe axle at the criticalload. +

A contAnuoua record is also to be kept of the oc_ntAn_ rate of the BF3
countersa8 a A_anctlonof the zmmberof tubes charged, The eouaterav_ give
essential_ythe _ informationas that obtainedwith the indAuafoils. NF

The aeasurem0nt8in (b) are _osslblebecausethe pile ulth k less than l
acts as an a_er of the neutronsnaturallypresentfrom spontaneouselssAon,

l.o. During the loadin&there shouldbe in the pile an £onlzatlonchamber ..=-
sensitive to neutronsand capableof givinga galvanomter a deflectionof about

li ca. when the _IAe is at the power level of one watt. _ chaabercouldbe
insertedAn one o£ the _" test holes.

There should also be.in the pile a chaaber connected to the safety ciFcuAt8
so that the rods _ be driven in if the power :isee above about lO Ira,

As the cri_Lcal load is approacheda closewatch of the n_utronintensity
as Andlcatedby the £on chamberand the counterslust be kept. A8 soon as the ga_
van,rater shows a deflectionthe pile shouldbe stabilisedwith one of the cont_
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20a. The pile is now approximately at the Qritical logo Load two nor,

tubes, Now let the pile rise in intenzity with the rods all out and muure the
period, This can best be done with the pegportional countorse The excess
reactivity of the pile can be calculated from the formula.

Load two more stringers and repeat the measurement. Load two sore and repeat.
The measurements in this section quite accurately indicate t_t critical load of the
pile by extrapolation back to zero excess reactivity.

20b. Now load the pile farther keeping it a8 nes_ the critical state a8 is
possible by using the gafety rods as control rods. This should be quite euy with
the system of control that the safety rods will have, loop a record of the number

, st satetF rods necessaz7 as a function of the number of tubes-charged, This should
continue until 1500 tubes are charged.

3. Now water should be let into the pile and a measurement should be made of
the critical state o£ the pile in terns of the number o£ safety rode necessary to
hold it. If the water is let in slowly the operator should be able to hold the
pile critical or nearly so as the water goes in.

A.a. At this point the am/of7 rods should be replaced with control and shim rods
so that more accurate measurements can be made of the effect o£ poisoning. Per-
haps 2 shim rods and 2 control rods will be necessary to hold the pile.

A.b. Poison should then be introduced into the pile. Stringers should be
poisoned with Jacketed lead cadmium slugs on a square lattice, ? tubes on a side.
The poisoning should start at the center and extend outward. As the poison tubes
are charged, the rods should be adjusted 8o that p4_e intensity remain constant.
A record should be kept of the poison tubes charged against the control rod and i
shim rod setting. Poisoning should continue until the rods are withdrawn
completely from the pile,

5. The outer 750 tubes and the poisoned tubes should now be discharged. The (
pile should be brought to such a state that one control rod most of the wa_ in
can hold the pile critical, The outer 750 tubes should be recharged with dus_ !
slugs having the same outer dimensions u the standard 8lugs. r

6. A thermal eoefficient should now be measured, One of the control rods
should first be calibrated over a short range by displacAng it a feu inches free
critical position and meuuring the period of the pile, This can be done at tw
positions. A critical position should now be measured. Then the inlet water should
be heated a few degrees so that the pile can warm up. 1hen %he pile is raised
to a uniform te.aperaturethe critical posltlon can be masted again. From the
difference of critical position the theraal coefficient san be calculated.
The effects due to metal temperature and graphite temperature san be separated

during the cooling of the pile back to cold water tusperature, This can be |

done because the netal is cooled gnch more rapidly than the graphite,
Free the _asured temperature coefficient the eritAcal position of the i

• pile under power can be oalculated appr_tel_. The loading should now be i
adjusted so that about l/3of a control rod is necessary to hold the running
pile.

7. The control rods should now be calAbrated, This can best be done
by the following procedure, Bring the pile to critical position using one control i
md to hold the pile if possible, Now pull this rod out a few inches and ma_
the period of the pile. Pull it out faz_her and measure the period again,

i
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no period should be used that S e_seall_ than abeut 70 second8 for the-mLk_ of accuracy.
Now leave the rod in the last position and insert the other control rod until the pile
is critical again. Repeat the procedure until the first rod is all the wa_ out of the
pile, In this wa_ both rc_s have been calibrated from the critical position outward,

_e rode can be calibrated for positions farther in than critical by observing
the equilibrium counting rate of a counter in the pile, The counting rate should be
inversely proportional to 1-k where k is the reproduction factor,

8, The pile i8 now ready for operation. It should be brought as rapidly as is
_nsistent with safety to such a power (abo_t 100M_) that the central tubes heat the
water to about 60°C, Presumably the pile will be operated at this power until a
satis[actory answer has been obtained as to corrosion problems and 8o forth,

9. Now it will probably be desirable to load the pile to 1500 tubes and
to poison the center 8o that the power output can be raised. The mount of poison
necessary can be predicted approxi_tely, frc_a the observed change of critical position
of the rode in ,the _ pile during o_eration and from the poisoning data obtained in A.
After th_ pile _a reAoaded and poisonedthe control rods can be calibrated by observing
the period of the pile for various control rod settings at powers of the order of 1000 kw,

10. The pile would now be ready for operation at high power. Observations should
be made of the power distribution in the water tubes so that the poisoning can be
adjusted to get optisn_ power output.

Time Consumed for V_rious Steps. Case II.
1. Load dry to critical load. Foil neasurement8

Tubes loaded IrTadiate Measure

i00 - i5 Kl,n', - $1,nAltaneouswith loading3.50
200
250
300 lO _.n,
330
350
36o ,,
370

. 380

2 houR _tia_. for irr__4-tto-
2. a. Measure 3 periode - 20 nlnute8 each, _ .... 7_

b, Load to 1500 tubes

This step takes the tim necessary to load about II00 tubes. Time require unM_own
3. Find critical state with water in pile. _._
_. a. Replace safeties with shia rods to hold pile critical. _._

b. Poison to dead pile, This step takes the tim neceuary to charge no sore
than i0 tubes, Me extra ti_sm is required for measurements.

5. Modify charge to 750 tubes cylA_rical pile. This step takes the time necessary
to charge 760 tubes. Time required unknnwn.

6. Thermal coefficient. I hour

7. Calibrate control rods_---'--_
8. Operate pile for one month.

9. Load pile to 1500 tubes and poison calibrate.
Calibrate control rods. _ hours
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tubes and later metal for 1500 tubs is available. I
1.a. Load pile with no water in it. One of the central tubes should be left

empty so that two BF3 counters can be inserted. These two counters will be con-
nected to separate scaling circuits and recorders. All rods are to be out of pile. J
The loading is to start at the cer_ter and is to be kept approxi_tel7 cylindrical
in shape.

1.b. When i00 tubes have been loaded an indlua foil iS to be given an irradition
at the center of the pile. This can best be dons in the central shim rod hole. A
foil holder can be inserted as there is i/A" of clearance between the shim rod and |
the top of the hole. After a IO or 15 minute irradiationthis foil is to be counted
with a/J counter and the activity it would have had Af the i_radi_tlon t_ had been
infinite, computed. [

This procedure is to be repeate_ after the following nuabrs of tubes have
been loadedt IOO, 150, 200, 2he, 270, and 300 and as often as is deemed adwAsable
afterthat. The irradlationtime will be adjusted to give a coaveaAent counting
rat•.

A plot should be _ade of the reciprocal of the activity of these inditm foils

against the number of tubes loaded. As the critical load is approached the equal-
ibriua activity of the pile gets larger and larger until it becomes infinite at k s 1. r
The plot mentioned above will give a continuous doseendAng curve which will inter- lsect the axis at the critical load.

A continuous record is also to be kept of the counting rate of the BF3
counters as a function of the number of tubes charged. The coasterswill glve
essentially the sam information as that obtained with the indiwa foils. |

The measurements in (b) are possible because the pile with k less than I acts

ias an a_er of the neutrons naturally present free spontaneousfission.
I.e. During the loading there should be in the pile an ionisation chaabr

sensitive to neutrons and capable of giving a galvano_ter a deflection of about
i ca when the pile is at a power level of one watt. This chaaber could be inserted
in one of the 311 test holes.

There should also be in the pile a chamber connected with the safety circuits
80 that the rods will be driven in if the power rises above about 10 kw.

As the critical load is approached a close watch of the neutron intensity
as indicated by the ion chamber and the counters mast be kept. As soon as the
galvanometer shows a deflection the pile should be stabLl.tsed with one of the
control rods.

2.a., The pile i8 now approxinately at the critical load. Load two more
tubs. Now let the pile rise in intensity with the rods all out and measure the
period. This can best be done with the proportional counters. The e_esus
reactivity of the pile can be calculated froa the foruula:

Load two more stringers and repeat the measurement. Load two more and repeat.
The measurements in this section quite aceuratel7 indicate the critical load of
the pile by extrapolation back to zero excess reactivity.

2.b. Now load the pile farther keeping it as near the critical state as
possible by using the safety rods as control rods. This should be quite easy

J

,
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with the system of control that the safety rods will hate. •Keep a .cord of the
n=_ber of safety rods necessary as a function of the number of tubes charged, This
should continue _ntil 750 tubes hkve been charged.

2.c. The outside of the pile should now be loaded with dum_ slugs having
the same diameter as the standard slugs, The water orifices should be zoned so that
the center 800 tubes get 2A g,p,m, each while the outer 700 get 16 g,pem,

3. Now the water should be admitted to the pile. If the water is turned on
fairly graduall_ the operator should be able to keep a critical position using the
safety rode until the pile is critical with all tubes filled. With water in the
tubes the pile should be critical with about one control rod all the wa_ in. If
this is not the case the loading should be adjusted to make it approximately true.

6. A thermal coefficient should now be ,uasured. One of the control
rods should first be calibrated over a short range by displacing it a few inches
from critical position and measuring the period of the pile. This can be done
at two positions. A critical position should now be measured. Then theinlet water
should be heated a few degrees 8o that the pile can warm up, When the pile is
raised to a uniform temperature the critical position can be masured again,
From the difference of critical position the thermal coefficient can be calculated.
The effects due to metal temperature and graphite temperature can be separated
during the cooling of the pile back to cold water tesmerature, This can be done
because the metal is cooled ranch mere rapidly than the graphite.

From the measured temperature coefficient the critical position of the pile
under power can be calculated approximately. The loading should now be adjusted so
that about } of a control rod is necessary to hold the running pile.

5. The control rods should now be calibrated. This can best be done by
the following procedure. Bring the pile to critical position using one control rod
to hold the pile if possible. Now pull this rod out a few inches and measure the
period o£ the pile. Pull it out farther and measure the period again. No periods
should be used that are smaller than about 30 seconds for the sake of accuracy.
Now leave the rod in the last position and insert the other control rod until the
pile is critical again. Repeat the procedure until the first rod is all the
way out of the pile. In this wa_ both rods have been calibrated from the critical
position outward.

The rods can be calibrated for posltlons farther in than criticalby
ebserkAng the equilibrium counting rate of a counter in the pile. The counting
rate should be inversely proportional to 1-k where k is the reproduction factor.

6. The pile is now ready for operating. It should be brought as rapidly
as is consistent with safety to such a power (about 100 MN) that the central tubes
heat the water to about 60oc. Presumably the pile will be operated at this power
for about a month or until enough metal is available to recharge the pile.

7. Now it will probably be desirable to load the pile to 1500 tubes
so that the center can be flattenea.._n_, the .newer out._lt raised. In order to make
the proposed measurements it wall be essential that the pile be completely discharged.
This is necessary so that the water can be drained to test the safety rods. The
procedure will be the followir_:

Keep the water flowing at a reduced rate and replace all of the metal
in the pile with new metal.

Now with the salety rods in, dry the pile. This can be done by removing
the end caps. Perhaps it will be necessary to blow the water out with compressed air.
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Now pull the safety rods out a few at a time using foils to measure activity. In
this way the critical state of the pile can be found. The critical state can be fairly
accurately predicted by the measurements in 2b.

8.I. There is a possibility that the induced radioactivity of materials
in the pile will be so high that measurements of small neutron i_tensities _ith an
ionizationcha_her or a counter will be impossible. It would be convenient at this
stage to be able to measure neutron intensitiescorresponding to I00 watts of power.
If the following procedure is carried out at powers much above 1 kilowatt the radiation
intensities ma_ be uncomfortably hi&h. Let us assume that oriticai position can
be measured at about 1 kilowatt,

Brin_ the pile to a critical position using the safety rode as regulating
rods. Now charge with metal the outer 750 tubes that up to the present contaAned
only dumm_ slugs. Keep the load approximatel_ cylindrical. AI each tube is charged
adjust the safety rod position so that the ,ower level remains constant. Keep a
record of the number of safety rods necessary to hold the pile at various loads.
The procedure should be followed until 1500 tubes are loaded. If it should turn out
that the safety rods are insuft_cient to hold the pile, substitute poison sl_s
for _etal slugs in the control stringers reloading one tube in 25.

Now water should be Qdded to the pile. The pile 8herAld be brought to a critical
state with the safeties, and poison should be introduced into stringers in the central
zone until the pile can be held with one control rod all the w_y in.

The control rods should now be calibrated. This wi_l be done in the same wa_
as is outlined above for the small pile. It will not be necessary to measure a thermal
coefficientasthe thermal properties of the lattice will be already fairly well
know from the small pile.

The pile is now ready for operation.
8. II. Y_ it turns out that it is impossible to measure small neutron

intensities in the presence o£ the background of the pile the losing will have to be
done using foils to locate the critical stateo This wil_ be more time consuming. The
procedure would be aJ follower

In 2.b. the number of safety rode necessary to hold the dry 750 tube pile
was measured. Y_se_-t 5 more safety rods than thAs number, Now irradiate indium foils
and load as in Step 1.b. In this wa_ the critical state can be predicted before it
Is reached, Be£ore the critical load is reached insert 5 more safety rods. Repeat
the above procedure. In this way a rough plot of the numbers o£ 8afetAes necessary
to hold various loads can be obtaAned. Proceed until the pile is loaded to 1500
tubes.

Now water should be added to the pileo The critical position can be found
by retracting safer7 rods and irraAtating indium foils unti_ the critica£ number of
rods can be predicted by extrapolation. Poisoning should now be added to the central
zone. Periodicall7 the safety rods should be retracted one by one and indium foils
should be irradiated to f_nd the critical state, This procedure can be followed
until the critical state as above can be represented by one control rod all the wa_ in_

Now the control rods can be calAbrated as above except that now it wiJ£
probably be necessary to operate at higher intensities. It should be perfectly
alr_ght to run the pile at several hundred kw. for this calibration.

• i I
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coo_o IIECI. SSIF!ED1. Load dry to critical load
Fcil measureunts

Tubes loaded Irradiate Measure

I00 15 .tin. SimAlta_eous _Ith loading
150
200
250
300 10 _.
330
_0
_60
370
380

2 hours extra _ for irTadiation

In this case with no pile background an ionization chamber can be used to indicate
when intensity goes up.
2. Measure 3 periods --20 minutes each . ! hour extra
3. Find critical _ition with water in mall pile. l.hour e_tra
_. Thermal coefficient. 5 ho_rs
5. Control rod calibration.
6. ---

7. Dry the pile
Find critical state. This has already been done in i and 2 so it should not take
long using goals.

8. I. Find critical state of full pile with safeties, water in tubes, no poison.
2 hours Control rod calibration.

II. Load to 1500 _ubes froa 7_50 tube pile dry
Safeties TUbes Leaded IrTadiato Measttre foil

5 15 sin. 20 zLn. simltaneou8 loa_tn_

i0 " • " " "

I_3 wa7 to crltical i0 rain. 20 _ain.hold loadingwe7 to critical " 20
extra tim taken 2 hour_

Repeat thle procedure until pile is loaded to 1500 tubes. It might be repeated five
times. This would be I0 hours extra.
Add water _ find critiC_ state _ hours
Poison to best guess _ihours to get critical with shims
Calibrate cc_,trol rods
This seems to indicate that 2_ hours might be used up in case 8 b for measu'-ements°
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Step Operation Information Operation Ad_tLlon_ Remarks .,_._._|

obtained for measure- I.... _nts - i' _ ....... . •

--- I 2 hrs Loading s_st be
1. Load dry (prismatic) Dry critical _1

about 13 rows (600 load done anyway i II •
_=.£= _| 2. Measure periods with Accurate dry -_|

2,/_, and 6 tubes oritieal load 1 hr ....j
....  d!tlO.- ...... ....... I. .
.._o-

_. Load to 200k tubes Effeotivenes8 none Loading mnot be

dry; hold pile erA- of safety irods j done srO_ay . J

tical wlth safeties for worst poe- [
(abo_t lhO0 tubdl athlo case ,

a
be

to hold full ! _ate of ware] put in anFway
pile wet ' addition i8

_iower than
o_er___e

..... l a i i Hi • ii , •

i. Replace safeties _son of Makes msasuro-
with shins safeties and nent in next

shims _ hour step sore
_, nlfleant , ,...... ,u

Polson to operat- Effectiveness Poisoning must ,
ins condition of pelkN_Ing none be done sny-
apprradm.tely am measured wa7

by _
IL , II S II ---- | I I, , . l ' -- " • J !

5. Rear pile Temperature
e£fielent of I hr To predict best

, _ ,.re_-_4vity .... poison pattern , _

6. CalAbrate con- Control rod k hr8 Needed to follow
trol rods calibration of poisoning changes

poisoned
pt't_e, , .......... _ . . . _ __,

7. Operate at power ]
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